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The

Hero Strikes
Again
The superheroes that never sleep…

the boundaries of usual dentist

from children through to

from oral destruction, the team

practices. Providing a caring,

teenagers, adults and even

continues its passion ensuring

friendly and welcoming

grandparents, each and every

that the latest technologies are

environment, it ensures that

visit is filled with laughter as the

available in the surgery, whilst

those who have crossed its

team does everything possible

looking for up-and-coming

doorway have never looked

to make it one trip you won’t

treatments to wow its patients…

back.

forget in a hurry.

What’s the saying…

Offering a real range of clients,

When not saving the world

superheroes never sleep?

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT…
Emma
Six Month Smiles &
Whitening
“Thank you so much for
everything! I used to try
hiding my smile, but now
I just can’t stop smiling!
I can’t tell you how big a

Georgie
Enlighten
Whitening System
“I couldn’t be happier
with the results and
in such a short space
of time too! I’m always
smiling from ear to ear.”

difference it makes.”

Tyler

D

Six Month Smiles &
Whitening
“I had the 6 Month Smile

onned the ‘Caped

the likes of Six Months Smiles

treatment and loved it!

Crusaders’ by many

Invisalign, FastBraces and

Everyone comments on

in the dentistry world,

an entire range of whitening

my teeth, saying I look like

Cathedral Dental’s

solutions to suit every lifestyle,

I have a Hollywood smile! I

amazing team shows no

the Hollywood Smile has never

just want to say a big thank

Six Month Smiles
“I was very pleased with
the final result. I only
wish that this option
had been available years
ago!”

you!”

signs of stopping its mission to

been so easy to reach.

transform the smiles of so many

And… to add to the mix, the

in our region.

team completes your entire

The heroes of all things dental,

smile makeover with further

and led by their fearless chief,

talents in Botox, implants and

Batman himself Dr Indy Singh,

Snap-On Smiles.

the team continues to provide

Sitting alongside so many other

amazing care for all those in

hero traits, not to mention

search of perfect oral health.

some of the best hygienist

after me and have worked

Renowned for its fantastic

skills in the area, Cathedral

so hard to get me an

cosmetic dental work, including

Dental is determined to break

amazing result!”
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Gemma

Nicky
Full Smile Makeover
& Veneers
“Thank you guys so much
for making me ‘smile’
again! You all really looked

Cathedral Dental

15 Angel Hill, Bury St Edmunds,
Suffolk, IP33 1UZ
Tel: 01284 705637
info@cathedraldental.co.uk
www.cathedraldental.co.uk
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